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.H.10formatibn Regarding The Effect Of-,Ariplyinw
T ratty Tax .System Qenetp
FIOV,ehue Shpring, .Medicajd; And'Vec8tippail,
Education .Progrqms.
The Representative Tax-System (RTS) is a statistical indicator of
States' potential ability to raise taX revenues for the support of
public services..This method of measuring States' revenue raising
abilities was-developed by the Advisory Commission on Intergov-
ernmental- Relations. lh the past, GAO has concluded that the RTS
is a better ,rneasure of States'. revenue raising potential :than
personal income (the most dommonlyused measure).

.

GAO was asked tO determine the likely. Impact- of replacing
personal income with the RTS on the distribution-of Federal aid
among the states in three formula based programs: General'.
Revenue Sharing, Medicaid, and Vocational EduCation,

GAO found that if replacing personal income with RTS were
the only change (Trade, Federal funds would be redistributed away.
from- States with relatively' large -non- income revenue .sources
such as energy production and retail sales'HoweVer, this outcome
would likely not occur 'because-- the rationale for:,.using. the RTS
would probably support.additional formula changes as well When
additional formula 'changes were considered, no general pattern
of winnera.and losers emerged. This was because'the'distribu
tional outcome is sensitive to hick prOgram was being consid-

, ered and to precisely what o rfOrmula-changes would likely be
made in -onjunction with substituting the RTS, for personal
income',
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The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
United States Senate

Dear S4nator 'Bentsen:

This lett-er is in ,response r July 25', '1983, request
and -subsequent discussion with yo staff asking us to prov'de
information on the effect the Repr ntative Tax-System S)
wodld probably have on Federal aid to States if.it were u ed in
three formula-based programs:_ (1) the General/Fiscal Assistance.
Act of 1972, known as the Revenue Sharing program; (2) Title XIX
of the Social Security Act, known as Medicaid; and (3), the
Vocational Education Act of ,1963. This review was, per4ormed
accordance with -generally accepted government audit standards.

Curre5tly, personal income is used in these three programs
to reflect States' revenue raising abilities. However, .

past GAO has concluded that the RTS i-s a getter approach for
this purpose because it includes a measureof nearly all the
major revenue_ sources States can tap using .a variety oe taxes.
It measdres the amount of revenue each State would raise if an
.identical set of tax. rates were applied to a comprehensive set
of tax bases such as income, property, retail sales, and energy.
production. Because an identical set of tax rates are_ used,
States only differ in the size of their tax bases and therefore
the RTS compares States' revenue raising potential.

Our analysis, indicates that if replacingpersonalincomhe
with the RTS were the only change made in the three formUlas we
considered, Federal funds'would be redistributed away from

- States with high revenge raising potential from npn-ericome
revenue source. These are, primarily.4tates-with relatively high
energy productidn, and to a lesser extent high property values
and retail. sales. -However, the rationale for replacing peisonal
income with theRTS would argue in favor of additionaljormula
changeseas well. When we conSidered_addittonal changes likely
to be made ,in -oniurictiA with using the RTS,Tho general

(018990)
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distributional pattern emerged. Energy producing States were
as likely to have their Federal fupding inFrease as decreased'.
under these formula changes. This is because thew. istributional
outcome was sensitive to which program was being.c nsidered and
precisely what additional formula changes are likely to be made.

IMPACT OF USING THE RTS IN
THE REVENUE SHARING PROGRAM

With respect to the distribution of RevenUe Sharing fUnds,
you. requested GAO to make three analyses comparing: (1) the
effecttof replacing personal income with thebRTS in the current
'three-factor end five-factor formulas;. (2) the effect of the
.two- = factor formula contained -Senate bill S. 700 using Popula,-
Lion and the RTS; and (3) th feet of the two-factor formula
'contained in Senate bill S. except using personal income in,
place of the RTS.

The cur nt program distributes $4.6 billion annually among
States using two different formulas, a three-factor.and a five-
factor formula. Each State receives its allocation.under the
ormula which provides the largest allocation. Then each

-(1

tate's allocation is proportionately reduced to ensure that the
resulting State allocatiOns sdm,ta $4.6 billion. The three-
-factor formula is based on population, the Inverse of States'
relative per capita incomel and each State's tax collections as
a percentage of its personal income (referred to as tax
effort). Th= three factors are multiplied together and States
are allocated funds on the basis of the, "r respctive shares of

the total. f

The fiver.factor formula is based on the above three factors
(population, inverse relatiVe per capita'incomeand tax effort),
and two additional factors, urbanized population, and State in-

,
come tax collections. However, in this formula each of the five'
factors are added instead -of being multiplied together. Conse-
quently, 22 percent,of the $4.6 billion is distributed on the
basis of each State's share of population, 22 percent on the
basis of each State's share.of the urbanized population, 22 per
cent on the basis of each State's shareof popOlation weighted
by its inverse relative per'capita income-, ,17 percent. on the
basis of each State's share of all State'tax 'collections weight-

--ed by its tiax,Apffbrt (i.e., the ratio of State tax collections
to State personal income) and 17 percent on the jpasi% of each
State's share of State income tax collections.2

La.

1The inverse of a State's relative -er capita income is defined
as the ratio of he U.S. per capita income to State e- capita
income.

-'s'factor has a maximum and a minimum applied to

2



700 was.in roduced in the 98th Congress and
would -_ __ zhree7.and five-factor formulas and = replace Y.

them , 1. 4o-factor.fdrmula using population and the
"'RTS. s,_ --, f 2 _ _actor formula therefore eliminates three
fact zul---r _17 red to allocate revenue sharing funds: (1)
the stion; (2) tax effort;' and (3) State income
tax u :hit formula therefore represents a funda--
mer- z-ha _decal policy regarding the dis'tribution,of'
Re*v_- , ,_ .unds.Specifically, high tax effort States would
no _ .aided: for their high tax effort and, conversely, .

lc.. States. would no longer be penalized; States with
lz Ir ulations would no longer be given an extra sub -
si 1 antive for States to relf-Mote heavily on the in-
COR- -,q _L revendp'source would bd'eliminated;'and, finally,
for ==.,t time, the RTS would be used to recognize differ-
enc _atesi revenue raising abilities rather,than personal
inc-,_, ' *measure currently used.

.

The .two-factor formula was proposed by Senator. Durenberger
because it is claimed to be more responsive to differences among.
States in their respective abilities to raise revenues .in,sup-
port of State and local publit services. This recognition, it
is argued, would be a better way for the Federal aid system to
counteract fiscal disparities among States. (

Methodology ldAnalysis

The data used in calculating State allotments by the
current formula, using the RTS, is based on entitleMent period
14 data (October 1,. 1982 to September 30, 1983),,and the 1981
"standard" RTS as calculated by the Advisory'CoMmission on
Intergovernmental Relations. Calculations of the .two-factor
formula use 1981 data for population, personal income, and the
RTS. Second, substituting the RTS '11-the ,existirig three-factor
and five-factor formulas means that (1), per capita income would
be replaced by the RTS measured on a-per capita basis, and (2)
the tax effort factor would be measured as the ratio of.State
tax collections to the RTS capacity measure, both measured in
total dollars. Finally,-the two - factor formula would contain a
minimum per = capita grant of $15.00. The s allett'pet"capita
grant was $15.05.

P.'com parison of the three alternatives 1(1) using the RTS
in,t e current formula; (2) using a two-factor formula with
population and the RTS; and (3) a two-factor formula with popu--
lation and personal income] is Summarized in table' 1 on p;ge 5.
Replacing personal income with the RTS in the existing formulas
would increase Revenue Sharing allocations for 21 Statet and
reduce them for the remaining 30 States.3 The five Stateg with

3The District of ColumiS is treated as a State in the Reknue
Sharing program.

a
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the largest increases are high tax effort and/or highly urban-
ized States. In contrast, the five States with the largest de-
clines all have significant.. levels of 'energy resources. The
reason the losing States outnumber the gaining States is th ;t
the use of theRTS in computing tax effort in he five-factor
formula increases. New York's allocation dramat tally because of
its large tax effort. Its allocation increases by $130 million,
which is larger than the total revenue zharing allocation of all
but 10 States, thus causing a majority of States to have their
allocation reduced.

4 The two-factor formulat using popdiation and the RTS,, pro-
duces gains for 27 States and. losses for the remaining 24. In
this case the five largest gainers are all States with low tax
effort', refleOting the elimination of tax effort from the form-
ula. Four Of the fiver losers are States with significant energy
resources. The one exception= is the :District of Columbia, which,
loses under this alternative. because,Airbanized population is
eliminated in the two - factor, formula.

.

-
e'reasob there are more gaining States than losing States

is tha New York and.California,both lose under this alternative
becaus their high tax effort and. highly-urbanized populations
are no longer ref acted in the two factor formula. Together
they would lose- 87 million which when redistributed among
smaller State_ produces more gainers than losers.

The tw--factor.formula bas onl personal 'income rather than
the RTS pr-duces even more gainera, 33 compared to18 States

t(-7.

that lose Again, the fiveStates with the largest gains are
all loW--ax effort States. Now, however, the five largest
losers ar_allhigill tax' effbr States,. only two of which have
significant energy resources.

The reason for the large increase in gaining States is that
the 'rend of shifting funds from a few high tax effort and high-
ly urbanized:States characteristic,of the two - factor formula'ia
even more prevalent-when-personal income is used instead of the
RTS.;- The -18-losing States, would lose a'totAl of $382 million
under thi'S- 'alternative. :Five StateS--New York, California,
AlAsks, Massachusetts and NeK Jersey-lose $323 million or.85
percent of the total, thus enabling a large majority of the re--
maining states,to gain. i

Details of the impact of these three alternatives on the 50
States and the District of Columbi,p are shown in Appendix I,
where States are listed alphabetically, and in kppendiX'II-where

*staps are listed according to t sir percentage gain under al-
ternative (1).



Impact of ThreeAlternatiVe Fornula s
for Distributin &venue Shar

note a)

Number o'gai.ning States 4-4.

Number of losing States
I

Five largest gainers
(percent)

0
Five.largest lose

(percent)
S

RI
NY
PA
WIS
MI

Formula alternatives
(1) 44. (2) 6

21 27 33

30 2.4 18

so

(34,5)
(27.8)
(11.3)
(10.3)
( EV. 2')

IN (37.9)
NH (36.7)

01T,

TN1(28'.2).

NH'
,IND
MO
XEN
FL'

(38.4)
(36.8)
(35.0)
(28.0)
(27.4)

rALK (54.5)
NM '-(0.4)
'WYO f49.31
'ND ,(41.3)
"MT f36.8)

ALK (83.3) ALK (83.3)
DC A(39.9) DC (48.5)
NM r (,38.6-) NY (31.5)
WYO (36.6) WY0 (25.8)
ND (28.9) MASS (21.2)

(1) .Current formulas'.using tae RTS; (2) the S. 700 tweia-factor
formula based on the RTS; and (3) the S. 700 two-factor form-
ula based. on personal income.

IMPACT OF. USING THE RTS
IN THE MEDI AI pRG .M

The Medicaid program is an open-ended entitlement program
Whereby the Federal government reimburses States for a certain
percentageof eligible program expenditures. Federal reimburse-
ment for fiscal year 1962 Are currently estimated at $16.4 bil-
lion. The Federal match varies based on vhe square of State per
capita4income.

In our report on the Medicaid.matching formula4,we sug-
gested five options designed to make the formula' more equitable
from the standpoint of achieving two policy objectives, (1).re-
ducing disparities in program benefits provided to recipients
living in diffeent States and (2) equalizing States' tax bur- -41

dens associated witfl'finanCing their sharq-of- prdgram costs..
Two of the five options we.presented substitute the RTS for
rsopal income because we concluded that the RTS was a better

treasure of a State's ability to finance program costs. However,-

4"Changing MediCaid Formula Can Improve Distr tion of Funds to
States" (GAO/GGD-83-27, Mar. 9., 1983).



it' should be pointed out that if replacing personal income With
the RTS were the only change made it would reduce tax burden
diSparities at the expeftse of-producing greater program'benefit
disparities. 'Consequently, if the RTS :is useei t the :,Medical
formula, other changes a:4cus:sp,-0,in our repei---t should also be,
made to insure that bqth'poll-cy objectives are better realized;

Our analysis e demphStrates only the impact of using the
RTS to improve ta burden equity, by comparing two alternative
formulas:

_ 4 7
Replacing. per capita income squaredi whidh aOpears in
the current forMula, with a per capita RTS squared,
and keeping the Minimum Federal share at 50.percent.

(2) Replacing per capita income squared with the RTS
measured on a per person in poVerty basis,rether than
on a per capita basis, and reducing the minimum Fed-,
eral.share from 50 to 40 percent.-

Methodology and Analyst--
Under current law,:matching rates are calculated on the

basis of a 3-year average of per- capita income. ,Fiscal year
1984 matching rates are- based on income data from calendar -years
1979, 1980, and1981. Therefore, we have uned a 3-year average
of the RTS for the same three year period.

A comparison of th=e two alternatives is summarized in Table
2 on page 7. Replacing per capita income with a per capita'RTS
would benefit States where income overestimates the State's rev-

-. enue raising capacity and would reduce Federal support in States
where income understates their capacity. For examples, the five
States with the largest decline in their Federal matching rate
all have significant energy resources, whose reventie'raising
potential is not reflected in personal income.

fi

This pattern changes rather substantially if 'other changes,
also designed to improve the-tax burden equity, are also made.
Alternative #2 includes the number of people below the poverty
line and-reduces the minimum Federal match from 50 to 40
percent, in addition to using the RTS. This option 4as pre-
sented in our Medicaid report and provides the greatest degree
of tax burden equity. of the options.we'cons,idered.

(
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Table 2

Impact of Two Alternativ_--.e. Formulas
for Calculating Medicaid Ma aching Rates

(note a)

FOr1117-1-aa Alternatives

(1) (2)

Five largest gainers NY (3--) DC (34)
(percent) MASS (2'.:) NY (29)

RI (17'9) MISS (7)
MD (1=.3) CA (6)
MI (I ) MI (6)

Five largest losers NM (2.2S) NH' (33)
(p'ercent) LA (2772) WIS (29)

MT (2Z2) MT (28)
ND (123) IOWA (28)
grA (125) IND (26)

a/The two alternatives are described pace 6-

Under this alternative onIyone enrgy State (Montana) is
among the .five biggest losers. The four= remaining big losers
are all States with relatively lowpove=-ty leyels. Conversely,
four of the five biggest gainer-shave a high incidence of pov-,
erty and relatively low revenue raising capacity. The two
largest gainers (the District of Columba and New York) are
doubly disadvantaged under the current formula because per
capita income significantly overstates 'z-,their revenue capacity
and understates their high incidence poverty.

a,

IMPACT OF USING THE RTS IN
THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Vocational Education program distributes $700 million
in Federal funds to States in fiscal ye ..r 1983, on the basis of
an estimate of the potential number of students and per capita
income. The number of- students is estimated by the number of
people between the ages of 15 acid 19 ye weighted 67 percent,
people between 20 and 24 years 'reighted 27 percent and people
between 25 and 65 weighted 6 pLant.5

As wi_th revenue sharing and Medicated, the rationale for
using the RTS would be to reduce fiscal disparities by reducing

4 -.

5These weights are implidit in the formulas whereby 50 percent
of the funds are distributed by the 15 to 19 year olds, 20
percent by the 20 to 24 year olds, 15 Epercent by the 25 to 65
year olds and 15 percent by theswn of the three age groups
used.
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tax burden ,disparities between States. Conseg---7miently, we have
analyzed two al terr-iatives far incorporating th PTS into the
formulas used to distribute -vocational educatin funds; (1)
replace per capita income with a per capita RT and (2) replace
per capita income with the RTS expressed on a- -zDer .student in-
stead of a 'pet. capita basis.6

comparison cf the two alternatives revs is only minor
dif ktences betweer them. This is because the number of stu-
dents is highly corelated with population. rir=----ie majority of
States would lose Winder .bath_ The f ivee biggest gainers
are, again, States where per capita income ove=2_-estimates the
States' revenue raising capacity and the five biggest losers are
all States with sinificant energy productionhose revenue
raising potential "1-7-s not reflected by their pew capita income.
Appendixes III and IV show State allocations fir fiscal year
1983 and how these allocations would change Liner each of the
alternatives. Appcndix III lists Stites alphaetically and
Appendix IV lists t -hern by the percent change i Federal aid
under alternative 1 ) .

Table

Impct of Two Alternative Formu=1 as
for ism Vocational Educat_on Aid

Alternative (1) Alternative (2)
(Per Capita RTS) RTS Per Student)

Numiber of gaining S tates 16 21

Nurnlorof losing Sr= ates 32, 27

No change 3 3

Five largest gainers NY (21) NY (18)
(percent) CONN ( 14) MD (16)

MD (12) RI ( 14 )

NJ C12) MASS (13)
RI ( 12 ) i CONN ( 13)-

Five largest losers=
(percent )

NM (23)
LA ( 21 )

OK. ( 20 )

TX ( 19)

WVA r'14)

OK ( 20 )-

WVA (18 )

NM (18)
TX (17)
LA (15)

6This is similar alternative '2 irn the Medicid formula where
the RTS was express fed relative to the number (=DE people in pov-
erty. The only di kference is that vocational education pro-
vides services to students while Medicaid ptoides services to
people in poverty.

11
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